ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
There is a wealth of evidence from the natural world that environmental influences, including pathogens, can affect mating strategies in both plants and animals. [1] [2] [3] In particular, in some species it is clear that the members of that species can adapt their mating strategy to ensure a more-diverse set of children, who are thus better able to cope with a range of pathogens. The reason that they are better able to cope (as a set) is that there is simply more chance that they have some mutation (through crossover) which confers a selective advantage in being able to fight off infections against a set of pathogens. Although there are several models of influence of host contact networks on pathogen diversity, [4] [5] [6] there are none (to the authors knowledge) that combine host mating strategy with effect on pathogen diversity. • Do the rates of mutation effect the co-evolution?
In this work, I test the hypothesis that pathogens have an effect on genes governing human mating behavior, and that this has feedback into pathogenic diversity. In particular, that human mating behaviour has an effect on pathogen diversity. This synergistic behavior is typical of complex systems, where the behaviour of individuals results in nonlinear aggregate "emergent" behaviours. The feedback cycle that I am exploring is that mating strategy influences the human population genetic diversity that the viruses have to target to survive, and this resulting viral population then imposes selection pressure on the human population, including genes for mating strategy. In previous work I studied human sexual contact networks with a spread of viruses, and a spread of viruses and mutable ideas in separate work. This work combines those two topics to
• Do the number of viruses effect the co-evolution?
• Does the step ratio of virus generations to human generations effect the co-evolution?
METHODS
In the following subsections I discuss the way in which I represent both humans and viruses in my model, the algorithm and parameters for co-evolution that I use, and briefly mention tools used in analysing the data in preparation for graphing the results.
Representation
To 
Algorithm
The 
Each child is assigned a score
where c i is the score for child c i , x i is their chromosome, the y j are the viral chromosomes, and h d (a, b) is the Hamming distance between two strings, or the number of places where the two strings differ. Thus when we take this distance away from the chromosome length (7) it gives us the similarity score between two strings (the number of places they have in common). 
Similarly, each virus is assigned a score
where
is the maximum number of viruses allowed. This then produces > n v new viruses, which are then selected (in both a computer science and evolutionary sense) by picking the top n v of them by score. This formula was the simplest formula I could think of, and the factor of 4 was chosen by experimentation using the default set of parameters and seeing which produced the most interesting results-obviously if it is too low, there is not an effective selection (in the extreme case of 1, then all viruses are kept), and in the case that it is too high then viral diversity is very rapidly lost.

The children, of which >> n h are produced by the above steps of the algorithm, are then ranked from lowest score (best survival) to highest and then selected by picking the top n h .
Table 2 shows the parameters used, which in addition to altering the algorithm in the choice of crossover for children and the selection of children by virus strains, attempt to answer the following questions:
• Do pathogens affect mating strategy in human populations?
• Does the pattern of crossover alter human response to viral populations?
• Do the rates of mutation effect the co-evolution?
• Does the step ratio of virus generations to human generations effect the co-evolution? 
Analysis
In addition to doing a simple population count of humans with the three phenotypes, and viruses with a particular ID (the decimal representation of their binary string), I also use a statistic called the Shannon-
where p i is the frequency of a human or viral strain in the total population Table 2 .
RESULTS
In the following subsections, I have explored the effect of varying both parts of the algorithm (specifically, turning on and off the selection of children by viruses, and the way in which crossover occurs in human chromosomes), and also the parameters as mentioned in
Default parameters and algorithm
For the algorithm as described previously, and for the default set of parameters, the results as shown in Figures 1 and 2 
Do pathogens affect mating strategy in human populations?
Here I switched off the selection of humans by viruses, to show the effect, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 . The only selection pressure on humans is the fixed population size, which means that the mating strategy (or phenotype) of playing around still dominates as described in the previous subsection. Comparing with the graphs in Figures 1 and 2 , we can see that indeed that co-evolution is occurring-when we allow for co-evolution the human population diversity is reduced by the viral population, however the mating strategy appears largely unaffected by the viral population, because the viral population is mutating rather quickly, and also the mating strategy is largely dominated by the effect mentioned above where the plays around strategy is evolutionary stable even without viruses.
Does the pattern of crossover alter human response to viral populations?
The pattern of crossover appears to have no discernible effect on either population.
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Do the rates of mutation affect the co-evolution?
The results of changing the rates of human mutation and virus mutation can be seen in Figures 7 
Do the number of viruses affect the co-evolution?
The number of viruses has no effect on the choice of mating strategy for reasons mentioned previously. It has a slight effect on the diversity of the human population, as a larger number of viruses allows for greater diversity of viruses, and this reduces the number of successful human chromosomes.
Does the step ratio of virus generations to human generations affect the co-evolution?
The step ratio of virus generations to human generations has a dramatic effect on the human population, as can be seen in Figure 10 . If the viruses are allowed to evolve at a much faster rate than the human population, the human population cannot sustain enough genetic diversity to cope and everyone dies.
CONCLUSIONS
In response to each of the questions individually, I can state that:
• Pathogens have no discernible effect on human mating strategy for my default choice of parameters.
• The pattern of crossover in humans has no discernible effect on either human or pathogen populations.
• The rate of viral mutation has a predictable effect on co-evolution, in that the viruses can quickly adapt (and thus kill off) an evolving human population. The rate of human mutation effects the rate at which mating strategies propagate through a population, and if it is too high then there are too many random fluctuations of parts of the human population to the monogamous strategy and thus too few children produced to survive the presence of evolving viruses.
• More viruses means that few human genomes can survive, and genetic diversity of humans is reduced.
• The speed at which viruses evolve, either by an increased number of generations or an increased mutation rate affects the human population size, but has no discernible effect on human mating strategy. In summary, the co-evolution of viruses and humans is a complex system, with nonlinear and sometimes unpredictable effects. The co-evolution of viruses and humans does have an effect on human mating strategies if there is relatively high mutation rate in humans.
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